Underground Art
To coincide with the 150th anniversary of the London Underground, until October 2013 the
London Transport Museum (Covent Garden Piazza, London WC2E 7BB; Tel: 020 7379 6344)
is holding an exhibition, “Poster Art 150 – London Underground’s Greatest Designs”. Here is
a small selection of the posters that are on display.

O

n 10th January 1863 the
Metropolitan Railway opened
with gas-lit wooden carriages
hauled by steam locomotives. It was the
world’s first underground railway and
it happened 150 years ago. The word
“metro” has since been adopted around
the world.
The Metropolitan Railway, popularly
known as “the Met”, was a passenger
and goods railway that served
London from 1863 to 1933, its
mainline heading north from the
capital’s financial heart in the city
to what were to become the Middlesex
suburbs. Its very first line, though, was to
connect the mainline railway termini at
Paddington, Euston and King’s Cross to
the city.
The railway was soon extended via a
branch from Baker Street, which was to
become the “Gateway to Metro-land”,

the most important route becoming
the line north into the Middlesex
countryside, where it stimulated the
development of new suburbs. Harrow,
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Electric traction was introduced in
1905 and by 1907 electric multiple units
operated most of the services, though
electrification of outlying sections did not
occur until decades later.
Unlike other railway companies in
the London area, the Met developed
land for housing and shops, starting with
a housing estate at Cecil Park, Pinner,
the first of many such projects over the
next 30 years. The Met set up a
separate enterprise, the Country
Estates Company, for this
purpose and after the First World
War promoted housing estates near the
railway with the distinctive “Metro-land”
brand. Some stations, such as Hillingdon,
opened in 1923, were built specifically
to serve the company’s suburban
developments.

Underground the way for all
by Alfred France 1911

Away From it All by Underground at Whitsuntide
by M. E. M. Law 1932

Four Times the Number Carried
by Theyre Lee-Elliott 1936
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regarded as the “capital city” of Metroland by the architect Hugh Casson, was
reached in 1880, and the line eventually
reached as far as Verney Junction in
Buckinghamshire, more than 50 miles
from Baker Street and the centre of
London.
Construction of the Metropolitan Line in 1861.

The District Line, which today
serves 60 stations and carries
170 million passengers each
District
year over 40 miles of track,
opened between South Kensington and Westminster
in December 1868.

Trooping the Colour
by Margaret Calkin James 1932

Molesey Regatta July 21st, artist unknown 1928

Winter Sales
by Edward McKnight Kauffer 1921

On 1st July 1933, the Metropolitan
Railway was absorbed with other
underground railway, tramway and
bus operators to form the London
Passenger Transport Board. Today, the
London Underground uses the former
Metropolitan Railway tracks and stations.
The Circle Line was created
by joining the Metropolitan and
District Lines in 1884. Today it
Circle
carries 68 million passengers a
year to and from 27 stations.

The “Metro-land” concept was
the brainchild of James Garland of
the Metropolitan Railway’s Publicity
Department, with the name being
F
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Kennel Club Show
by Tom Eckersley and Eric Lombers 1938
Extension of the Piccadilly Line to Heathrow
by Tom Eckersley 1971

Tate Modern by Paul Catherall 2003
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GOING UNDERGROUND
Tales and Trivia from the Tube
Harry Beck designed the
Tube map in 1933 and
was paid ten guineas.
The first escalator was
introduced at Earls
Court in 1911. A onelegged man, “Bumper”
Harris, was employed
to ride on it and
demonstrate its safety.
Many Tube stations were
used as air-raid shelters
during the Second World
War, but the Central
Line was even converted
into a fighter aircraft
factory that stretched
for over two miles, with
its own railway system.
The station with the
most platforms is Baker
Street with ten.
In the film Harry Potter
and the Philosopher’s
Stone, the Hogwarts
headmaster has a
scar that resembles
a map of the London
Underground on his
knee.
Aldgate station is built
on a huge plague pit,
where more than
1,000 bodies were
buried in 1665.
Three babies are known
to have been born in the
London Underground.
The first (a girl) was in
1924, the second (also a
girl) on 19th December
2008 and the third, a
boy, in May 2009.
A hat maker, Anne
Naylor, was murdered
in 1758. People claim to
hear her cries echoing
down Farringdon Station.
She has been nicknamed
‘The Screaming Spectre’.
The deepest lift shaft is
at Hampstead (181
feet).
In Cockney rhyming
slang, the London
Underground is known
as the Oxo (Cube/Tube).
In 1926, suicide pits were
installed beneath tracks
due to a rise in the
numbers of passengers
throwing themselves in
front of trains.
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The Jubilee Line is the
only one to connect
with all the other
Underground lines.
The phrase “Mind the
gap” dates back to 1968.
The recording that is
broadcast on stations
was first done by
Peter Lodge, who
had a recording
company in
Bayswater. His
recording is
still in use, but
some lines use
recordings by
a Manchester
voice artist,
Emma Clarke.
Only two Tube station
names contain all five
vowels: Mansion House
and South Ealing.
Due to building
restrictions above
ground, North End
station on the Northern
Line is a disused station
that never opened. The
station is known as “The
Bull and Bush”, because
of a nearby pub.

During the Second
World War, part of the
Piccadilly line (Holborn
to Aldwych) was closed
and British Museum
treasures were stored in
the empty spaces.
Numerous people,
mainly cleaning staff,
claim to have seen the
ghost of an actress who
haunts Aldwych station.
The Seven Sisters
Underground station
was named after a line
of elm trees which stood
nearby until the 1830s.
The record for visiting
all the stations on the
London Underground
network – known as
the Tube Challenge – is
currently held by Andi
James and Steve Wilson
of the United Kingdom,
who completed the
challenge in 16 hours, 29
minutes and 13 seconds
on 27th May 2011.
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The mosquitoes in the
Underground are said
to have evolved into a
completely different
species from any that
live above the ground.

‘LONDON PRIDE’ (continued)

coined by him in 1915. According to
legend, Garland was ill with influenza at
the time and leaped out of bed when he
had the idea: a real “eureka moment”.
The Central Line, which
carries 184 million passengers
a year, was opened on 27th
Central
June 1900 and ran between
Shepherd’s Bush and Bank. Today it passes through
49 stations, covering 46 miles.

A Metro-land book was published
annually from then until 1932, featuring
evocative descriptions and photographs of
historic towns and villages lying northwest of London in the Met’s catchment
area. Not only was it a guide designed
to promote the area for excursion travel
from London, but it was also packed
with facts for the commuter about season
tickets and journey times. There were also
numerous adverts for all the new housing
developments that were springing up in
“suburbia” during the 1920s.
An estimated half a
million mice live in the
Underground system.
The most common
location for filming
is Aldwych, a disused
station.
At Sloane Square station
the River Westbourne,
in a large metal cylinder,
flows above the tracks.

The inaugural journey
of the first Central Line
train in 1900 had the
Prince of Wales and
Mark Twain on board.
The tunnels beneath the
City curve dramatically
because they follow its
mediaeval street plan.
During the early part
of the Second World
War, Winston Churchill
and his War Cabinet
occasionally used a
shelter which had been
constructed at the
disused Down Street
station on the Piccadilly
Line.

FURTHER READING
Amazing and
Extraordinary London
Underground Facts
by Stephen Halliday
(David & Charles, 2009).

The Hammersmith & City
Line, which opened in stages
between 1863 and 1902, has
Hammersmith been shown as a separate line
& City
on the Tube map since 1990. It
serves 29 stations over 16 miles.

The 1924 edition of Metro-land was
full of optimism, published just as the
property and leisure boom was under
way. It was a “comprehensive description
of the charming countryside served by
the Metropolitan Railway”, to quote
the book. It also had the purpose of
promoting the British Empire Exhibition
at Wembley, the largest exhibition
to be held in the UK since the Great
Exhibition of 1851. The Met had its own
stand in the Palace of Engineering.
The Bakerloo Line (now
carrying 96 million passengers
annually and serving 25
Bakerloo
stations over 15 miles)
opened in March 1906 between Baker Street and
Lambeth North.

What strikes you as you flick through
the pages of 1924 is just how much
countryside there was. Photographs
of Wembley Park, Harrow, Ruislip,
Hillingdon, Uxbridge, Pinner,
Northwood, Rickmansworth, Chesham
and Amersham look positively rural.
Well, therein lay the conundrum
as Metro-land combined idyllic
photographs of rural tranquillity with
advertising spreads for new, albeit leafy,
housing developments. The Met’s success
or failure was bound up in replacing
the countryside it was espousing with

liberal amounts of concrete. In the first
three decades of the 20th century the
population of Pinner rose from just 3,000
to 23,000. The advertising may have
vouchsafed the piquant nature of it all,
but when it came to the crunch, dreary
“semis” were thrown up and sold for as
little as £400. The idyll was swiftly sold.
Writer and historian A.N. Wilson
reflected how suburban developments
of the early 20th century that had been
brought within easy reach of London by
the railways, “merely ended up creating an
endless ribbon, not perhaps either town or
country”. In the process, despite Metroland’s promotion of rusticity, a number
of outlying towns and villages were
“swallowed up and lost their identity”.
The Piccadilly Line opened
in December 1906, running from
Hammersmith to Finsbury
Piccadilly
Park. Today it serves 52
stations and carries 177 million passengers each year.
The length of the track is 44 miles.

“Metro-land” was, of course, much
beloved of the poet John Betjeman, the
Poet Laureate from 1972, who included
it in his poetry and also made a special
programme for the BBC in 1973.
The critic Clive James, who judged the
programme “an instant classic”, observed
that “it saw how the district had been
destroyed by its own success”.
By the time the Metropolitan
disappeared as a separate company, the
economic climate had begun to apply
some brakes to the pace of residential
development that had already submerged
large areas of countryside. Some of
the outliers, such as the line to Verney
Junction, were closed.
No developer would be allowed such
free rein today. Indeed, the suburban
straggle created by the Metropolitan
Railway did much to influence the
creation of the post-war town and
country planning system. In 1945, the
growth of Metro-land was finally halted
by the instigation of London’s green
belt, which marks Chorleywood as the
first place on the Met today, which can
truly claim to be “in the country”.
The Northern Line opened
in 1924 (from King William
Street to Stockwell) and is
Northern
the busiest on the network,
transporting 207 million passengers each year along
36 miles of track to 50 stations.

By the end of the Second World War
architects in general were turning their
backs on suburbia. In fact, the very word
tended to be used in a derogatory way
and still is today.

A modern train at Farringdon Station.

When The Good Life, the 1970s
BBC TV comedy series set in Surbiton,
Surrey, poked fun at suburbia, it was apt
that the programme’s location filming
was actually carried out in Northwood,
an area reached by the Met in 1885.

Victoria
miles of track.

The Victoria Line, which
opened in 1968, carries 160
million passengers a year,
serving 16 stations over 13

Metro-land has, of course, much
changed over the years. In 2012 a writer
for Country Life, referring to plans to
The 1924 edition of “Metro-land”.
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build a new high speed rail link through
the Chilterns, dismissed the style of
development around Aylesbury as “not
so much suburban as just sub, there
being no ’urbs”.
It is fair to say that if John Betjeman
were able to take a stroll around Metroland today he would not be that keen on
much of what he would see. In fact his
heart would probably break.
We now face a new housing dilemma
where there are simply not enough
homes being built to satisfy demand,
particularly more “affordable” homes
for younger people. One thing is for
sure: the golden age of the first-time
buyer is not going to return without a
mass-building programme on the scale of
1930s Metro-land. How youngsters today
would love to get their hands on a house
for just £20,000 (today’s equivalent of the
£400 Metro-land home).
The Jubilee Line opened in
1979 between Charing Cross
and Baker Street. Today
Jubilee
it carries 128 million
passengers a year to 27 stations over a distance of
23 miles.

The Green Belt, imposed like
a perimeter fence to stop further
encroachment, is now under threat itself,
not just around London, but throughout
the country. The loquacious John
Prescott once famously said: “The green
belt is a Labour achievement and we’re
going to build on it”.
It now looks as though the current
incumbents will do it for him, whether he
intended it or not. Metro-land, Metroland, wherefore art thou Metro-land?
STEVE ROBERTS
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